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At this time, there are still a few vacant positions on the GLAA Board of Directors.  

The time commitment is minimal when everybody shares the work and it's very a social 
atmosphere.  Board meetings usually happen quarterly in addition to the Annual General 
Meeting each January.  

If you have some time to spare and would like to play a more active role in your association, 
contact us using this email link.      coultisjc@gmail.com                                                    

Help keep your organisation ... well... organised!
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DIRECTORS' REPORTSDIRECTORS' REPORTS

Web Administration & Newsletter Editor Web Administration & Newsletter Editor 

    Rob Feeney    Rob Feeney

And so another season is about to wrap up.  A busy
summer to be sure but a pretty good year for spending quality
time with my mind on sailing.  In addition to attending and
competing in both the Syronelle Classic and the Great Lakes
Challenge, some nice cruising and a chance to play 'livaboard'
with Kaithlyn on a few occasions also happened as a result.
Number of days actually on the boat; probably a few less than
usual.  Quality time spent onboard.  Lots.  I'm certainly happy
about that.  Nobody was ribbing me about not having my sails
up in 2018!

Maintenance-wise, I didn't get everything I wanted to do finished but that's never going to be the 
state of things because I can always think of more stuff I want to do.  Sound familiar, my fellow Alberg 
owners?  

Thanks to Don and Phoebe Campbell for responding to the questions in our new newsletter feature 
“Who Dunnit?”  All the questions this time were mine and a few niggling issues were taken care of (or soon 
will be) as a result of their prompt reply.  Going forward, I'm hoping that more of the questions for the Who 
Dunnit column will come from some of my fellow Alberg aficionados!  Until that happens, I've got plenty 
more.  Most of the time when I'm working on Kaithlyn, I haven't got a clue what I'm doing.

Our website should be pretty much up to date at present.  If you disagree, let me know and I'll fix it 
or add it or whatever I need to do to ensure the website serves our membership and any other Alberg fans 
as well.

With this edition of the newsletter coming fairly quickly on the heels of our late June edition,
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some people might be wondering “how come so soon?”  
Well, there are two very good reasons.  First of all, we just finished summer and, if you 

can't find something to say about sailing in summertime then when are you talking about it?  
And several people had something to say.  My thanks go out to several of our members who have 

written articles or otherwise provided information for the newsletter this time.  You will know them by 
their bylines on all the good stuff featured in the following pages.  The other reason is that your editor has a
lot going on this autumn and needs to get this newsletter out to you before everything else catches up.

On the home front,
Kaithlyn has already been hauled
out onto the hard because we will
be spending much of October
wandering around Asia on a
much (much, much, MUCH)
bigger boat courtesy of Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines.  

Before that happens, vegetable gardens need to be cleaned up, lemon trees 
need to be moved indoors (Yes.  Lemon trees.) and arrangements must be 
made to put my day job on hold (Believe it or not, I am not a full-time 
professional journalist.  Who would have guessed?).

So that's it for this report and for the sailing season that was the summer 
of 2018.  I wish you all a safe and happy times in chilly months ahead and 
sincerely hope our paths cross at the Annual General Meeting in early 2019 if 
not before.

      

Rob Feeney
Sailing AL30 #591 'Kaithlyn”
rfjfeeney@gmail.com
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Got a story to tell?  
Here are a few ideas to fan the
flames of inspiration:

What maintenance projects have you done
on your Alberg?
How did it go?  Did everything come together
as you hoped or did you run into any
problems?  
Share your maintenance experience.

When did you first discover sailing?
When did you first discover Albergs?

What's the longest/biggest/scariest/most difficult/most 
fun/most (pick your own adjective and place here) trip or adventure 
you have had on your Alberg?  

Tell us the story.

Any misadventures you might care to share in your sailing experience?
Help me keep your newsletters informative and fun by sharing a story or two.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWSMEMBERSHIP NEWS

The GLAA is happy to announce the addition of 3 new members to our roster this year:
Two regular members and one associate/crew member. 

Please join the Executive in welcoming: 

Jean Guy Friolet 
(Alberg 29 'Jean Dia', Caraquet, New Brunswick) 

Michiel van Akkooi 
(Alberg 30, Bronte Outer Harbour)

Dean Eyford 
(Associate/Crew)

{{Our “Meet the Membership” feature will return in the next edition.}}
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ALBERG 30 BOAT HISTORY

A Listing of Alberg 30 vessels by hull number is now located on our website at <alberg.ca>.

This list was originally maintained by Mike Lehman of the Chesapeake Bay Alberg 30 Association, our sister (partner?) 
organisation in the Annapolis, Maryland area.  It is now administered by Jonathan Bresler who is also associated with the 
Chesapeake group.  Our thanks to both for their efforts to build and maintain this important piece of history for everyone.

Check out the spreadsheet online by following the link from our home page <alberg.ca> .  

Locate your own Alberg 30 hull number on the list.  

  

If you find that there is any information that is incorrect or missing, please 
notify the commodore.  It is important that we continue to add any additional 
information we can locate to ensure the accuracy and significance of this 
document and continue the Alberg legacy.
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Join or Renew
online!

Visit

alberg.ca

and select the
membership tab
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OUR GLAA PARTNERSOUR GLAA PARTNERS

 Click on any of these ads at the bottom of our web home page to go to the vendor websites.

YOU'LL FIND WEB LINKS ON OUR HOMEPAGE AT ALBERG.CAYOU'LL FIND WEB LINKS ON OUR HOMEPAGE AT ALBERG.CA
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THE 2017 GORDON PROCTOR TROPHY WAS AWARDED TO SHIRLEY JONES AND TIM MARTENSTHE 2017 GORDON PROCTOR TROPHY WAS AWARDED TO SHIRLEY JONES AND TIM MARTENS

AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING THIS PAST JANUARY.AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING THIS PAST JANUARY.

SHIRLEY AND TIM SAILED THEIR ALBERG 30, 'ARIOSE' FROM THE OTTAWA RIVERSHIRLEY AND TIM SAILED THEIR ALBERG 30, 'ARIOSE' FROM THE OTTAWA RIVER

TO THE CARIBBEAN AND BACK ON A 9 MONTH JOURNEYTO THE CARIBBEAN AND BACK ON A 9 MONTH JOURNEY

THAT YOU CAN READ ABOUT  ON THEIR BLOG ATTHAT YOU CAN READ ABOUT  ON THEIR BLOG AT

ARIOSENOTES.COMARIOSENOTES.COM
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

Ever wanted to take on a new project on your Alberg where there was ... let's call it
a bit of a learning curve?  Or have you ever needed to get something fixed or 
adjusted on your boat and not really been sure who could do it for you or where 
you could get information on how to do it yourself?  Well, this is the place to ask 
your questions and reach out to other Alberg owners for the right answers.  

THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND OUT ...THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND OUT ...
WHO DUNNIT?WHO DUNNIT?

We all own very similar boats so, if you have come up against a task that needs 
doing and want to find out how to do it, send us your questions and we'll reach out to the Alberg owners' 
community to get the answers you need.

Here are the questions that have came up last time with the answers below in blue:

A lot of damage to the deck core and bulkheads can occur from water leaking in around the 
chainplates.  What's the best way to seal this area and keep it sealed?

Keeping an Alberg dry at the chain plates is impossible with the
designed through-deck arrangements that are on both the A22 and
A30.  I have not seen enough A35s to comment on them or noticed
the A37s to see, but I suspect they are similar to the A30 because
they, too, were built by Whitby Boat Works.  

When I bought 'White Opal,' I could move the stantion at the
port winch through 75 degrees. The boat had a wet deck.  The boat
was in Niagara-on-the-Lake and the broker suggested I talk to the
owner of the repair shop on site.  His comments were very worthwhile
and I will tell you what I did to keep things dry in a balsa deck. 
To start with, Whitby Boat Works did not seal any through deck
fittings so the cockpit ring, the air vents in the fore and after decks,
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

 the stanchion bases and chainplates all have exposed balsa core at their sites. On my hull, there was also 
balsa core under all stanchion bases.  I re-did the whole deck but, in doing so, I made sure that, where 
there were stanchion bases, there was no core; only solid epoxy for bolts and backing plates. I also took 
Scottie’s idea that there ought to be risers at the chainplates with metal covers and bolts so that caulking 
could be driven in by force. This was a fairl easy fix when the whole deck was being done, but is possible 
without doing the whole thing, provided all the balsa core is not rotten and delaminated. 

The system he showed me was on C & C boats and they had a small riser at the deck level. I took a 
piece of 1/2” plastic and cut a rectangle so that the top would be about 2 1/2” by 3 1/2” The sides were 
beveled at 45 degrees away from the top so the base is 1” bigger both ways. Then I made 7 epoxy copies 
of this riser by using children’s plasticine as the mold over the plastic form. It was easy to form, easy to 
release the plastic and did not suffer any loss from the heart of curing epoxy. It was then just a matter of 
fixing these to the deck where they were needed evenly over the holes for the chainplates. 

On a partial fix, this would mean grinding or cutting the top FRP off the balsa core but leaving the 
base plastic layer as a form. Remove the balsa with a chisel and replace any wet or delaminated balsa 
allowing for solid resin areas under the risers and stantion bases. A normal build up of glass and resin is 
sufficient. I used 12oz. 45 45 unidirectional stitched fabric with a mat and 6oz. woven for bottom and top 
with a 3oz. layer for finishing. Then, once that is built up to the original deck height, attach the resin risers 
to that so that the chainplate is in the center of the length.  

It is easy to see the holes in the bottom if you drill up from within the boat or shine a strong light up 
from inside. Then the holes need to be cut so that the chainplate will go through the deck. You may also 
want to take a belt sander and adjust the top of the riser
to more nearly match the deck curve than the flat surface
you have made the riser to be. Then you need to make
or have made small stainless plates that fit the top of the
riser and fit over the chainplate. It will take some filing
with a hand file to get the angles correct to match the
angles on the chainplates (they are all different) so that
these small plates fit snugly on the chainplate and flat on
the riser top. You will also have to drill 2 holes, 1/4”, in
these small plates and the riser with a smaller drill and
tap the holes in the riser with a 1/4” bottoming tap to 
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

avoid going through the deck.  Use 1/4 x 1/2” stainless bolts or cap screw in these holes. 

Now attach your chainplates to the bulkheads or knees, dropping them in from the top of the deck.  
Make sure there is good material there. I have had to replace the forward knees as the plywood there had 
completely delaminated and there was only the fiberglass tabbing holding the forward lowers. It is a very 
dusty job to remove the old!  You may have to file some more to get the angles correct.  Do this with hand 
tools. You never remove more than necessary this way, whereas power tools can be too aggressive. 

The new glass work has to be painted or gelcoated because it is not Ultra Violet stable. Once you 
have things covered for UV protection, you can put caulking into the grooves around the chainplates, drop 
the small cover plates over the chainplates and bolt them down. This will force the caulking into the holes 
by the chainplates and this system also has the added benefit of far less play and movement for chainplates
because it is more than 1/2” higher off the deck than the old system. It sounds like a major job but its not 
that bad once you start, and it works!

Response and photos courtesy of Don Campbell

The Alberg 30 standing rigging did not originally include a boom vang but I see a lot of Albergs with them 
installed.  Do I need one?  Why?  Or why not?

With regards to a boom vang, it is used to adjust mainsail
shape when the boom is not close hauled.  It does this by
keeping downward tension on the boom as it moves forward in
its arc of travel. By keeping this pressure on the boom, the sail
is flatter and offers more surface area to the wind that is
coming from the aft of the boat as the boom moves forward,
particularly as it gets so that the wind is aft of abeam. 

This is to compensate for slack in the extended mainsheet. With the mainsheet at the outboard end 
of the boom on Alberg boats, there is not the boom bend at the clew that occurs with mid boom sheeting 
but a vang does help to curtail lift mid boom as the mainsheet is paid out to reach or run. 
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

It is not a safety factor of major importance to keep the boom from an unsuspected jibe, but may 
help as one in light winds.  In heavy winds, it may mean the boom breaks at the point of vang attachment 
because of the wind force and leverage.  One requires a preventer for safety; a line from the outboard end 
of the boom to the head piece at the bow of the boat and led back to the cockpit for adjustment for the real
safety factor.

  As for needing one, that may be a personal 
choice. It depends upon your propensity for 
performance and what you expect from your sails. If 
you are trying to beat a storm and need some power,
then a vang is a good idea. If you are racing and the 
rest of the fleet uses a vang, then you will need to 
use one or accept the loss of position. If you want 
your boat to sail well in every condition, then you will
want a vang. Otherwise, you can go without one, 
without much noticeable consequence for Sunday 
afternoon time on the lake. 

The unasked question, is what is available and 
how much will it cost?  There used to be a couple of 

relatively inexpensive vangs that may be unavailable now. The first was a fabric vang that clipped onto both
sides of the boom in the sail groove, and this could be led to the inner track on both the A22 and A30.  It 
was Australian and I am fairly sure it is not made now, but if you want to see one, I have one. (see photo)  

At one point, Mrs. Abbott at Abbott Boat Works had three in Sarnia but they lost everything in the 
fire that took their workshop and storage down.  The second was a circular round wheel that slipped over 
the end of the boom and had wheels on the inner surfaces to slide easily along the boom. There was an 
attachment point for a block and it too could be led to another block on the 
inner track. I am not sure if this is still being manufactured. 

The third choice is a rigid metal vang that attaches to the underside of the boom and the aft of the 
mast. There are several manufacturers – Forespar, Harken, Garhauer to name three. It is wise to get two 
brackets made, one to fit both the boom and another for the mast. Experience has shown that if one 
attaches this type of vang on the track that the boom slides up and down on an the A30, there is enough 
force applied to the vang by the mechanical advantage to pull the fasteners out of the track at the mast. 
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

A complete failure would have the boom free at the mast end and a very ripped sail but also a very 
dangerous free boom for sailors trying to minimize damage.

The photograph shows a vang in place on the lead boat in a very light air race east of the Toronto 
Leslie Street spit. It was being used because it is extremely difficult to concentrate on vang tension for the 
duration of such a race but if set, it is a constant. Undoubtedly the person sitting on the boom would have 
been enough to keep things flat in that breeze, but if they had to move for another job, the vang held.

Response and photos courtesy of Don Campbell

I'm replacing the head on my Alberg 30 with a composting toilet.  How
complicated is it to remove the original holding tank?

Nobody touched the the holding tank issue yet.  
Can you blame them?  
Since installing my composting head this spring (Which has worked out
famously.  Thanks for asking!) I have chosen to pretend it's not there lurking
under the cabin sole, at least for the time being and let whatever is hiding inside act as a bit of extra 
ballast.  I'm sincerely hoping the weight did not contribute to my 5th place showing in the Great Lakes 
Challenge this summer.

Got information to share on this request?  Got questions of your own?

DROP US AN EMAIL AND SHARE YOUR ADVICEDROP US AN EMAIL AND SHARE YOUR ADVICE
albergcanada@gmail.comalbergcanada@gmail.com
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GLAA RACING REPORT

As our 2018 sailing season draws to a close and I am a bit saddened to see another sailing 
season ending.  I am happy to report that we have had a successful GLAA racing season. We were 

able to present our Syronelle Cup Regatta (after having to cancel last year), race our GLAA Championship, 
and field 2 teams to race against our American friends for the Rankin Memorial Regatta Down in the 
Chesapeake Bay. I would like to thank the National Yacht Club in Toronto for allowing us to host our events, 
and extend special thanks to Pat Seidel and Barbra Beigel-Vosbury and all the members of the CBA30A who 
showed us such a wonderful time in Annapolis.

The Syronelle and Rankin Regatta are one design team racing events with boats paired 
up and scored together.

In spite of the foul weather we had good participation with 6 boats on the line and tight racing 
throughout. This years racing included 1 US team and 1 Canadian scoring with a lottery draw for team 
scores. The Saturday started in AP on land until a break in the rain as systems moved through. At 
approximately 11 am we were able to get out on the water for as many races we could get in before more 
weather came through. Racing teams were evenly matched and the day was competitive noting that the 
fleet was quite close for most of the races. Although rain threatened for most of the day luckily we were 
able to get in 4 races before the rain started. As we got back to the club it started to pour as we were 
coming back in. I think most of us were thankful we had our foulies. 
I would like to thank everyone and special thanks to our American Racers who made the trip up to compete.

50th Anniversary Syonelle Cup International Challenge 2018
National Yacht Club, Toronto 

Team results over 4 races

1st with 22 points; White Opal & Sam #624
2nd with 27 points: Jazz #648 & Gemini #362
3rd with 30 points: USA 1 aboard Kaithlyn #591 & *(The answer V, Jazz, White Opal, The Answer V)
4th with 34 points the Answer V #484 & *(Jazz, Sam, White Opal, Gemini)
*lottery draw scoring 

Individual results were;

1st with 4 points: White Opal 1-1-1-1 4th with 18 points: Gemini 3-4-6-5
2nd with 9 points: Jazz 2-2-3-2 5th with 18 points Sam: 5-5-4-4
3rd with 14 points: Kaithlyn 3-6-2-3 6th with 21 points The Answer V 6-3-5-7
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GLAA RACING REPORT

 GLAA Great lakes Championship 2018
The National yacht Club. Aug 25 2018

Our Great lakes Championship this year was a wild one. Due to National lending their RC equipment 
to another regatta, we elected to try a rabbit start this year. I think it went really well. We had fairly heavy 
wind from the southwest for a few days and that turned the basin into a washing machine. Fairly heavy 
chop and tight frequency of waves.
As the Rabbit for our rabbit start we went into sequence about a minute or two late but the start was fairly 
close. As we passed the Dufferin bouy to draw the start line, GEMINI and JAZZ were tight on our stern. 
GEMINI had a slight lead as the fleet got underway toward Gibralter. JAZZ and GEMINI fought hard for the 
lead for almost the whole race and were well ahead of the fleet at T1. On the return trip from T1 to 
Gibralter, JAZZ began to head GEMINI up off the mark and We (SAM) snuck in close to the mark for the last 
leg to the finish. After noticing that SAM had rounded, both GEMINI and JAZZ put up their whisker poles for 
the last down wind. As fortune would have it SAM made the finish just ahead of JAZZ (thanks John) with 
Gemini a close 3rd.
Thanks to everyone for participating and a special mention to William Richardson and the crew of le 
Papillion who sailed all night across the lake in tough conditions and arrived at the National yacht club just a
few hours before the start (I think they may have had 3 hours of sleep and came out racing). -Oh to be 
young again!

1st Sam #624 (Marc Decorte)  (see image below courtesy of Jeff Willis)
2nd Jazz #648 (John Kitchener)
3rd Gemini #362 (Phil Birkenheir)                          
4th le papillon #612 (William Richardson)
5th Kaithlyn #591 (Rob Feeney)
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GLAA RACING REPORT

Rankin Memorial regatta 2018
Chesapeake Bay – Sept 22-23, 2018

The 2018 Bruce Rankin Memorial Alberg 30 International Team Race Regatta was Fabulous!  Eight 
boats on the line with four teams:  Team PSA, Team Annapolis, Team Severna Park and Team Canada.  Mike
Nikolich and Bill Jensen donated their boats Skybird (Marc Decorte) and Prudence (Steve Steel) to our 
Canadian teams.  After three races on Saturday, only 2 points separated 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th place boats.  
Unbelievably close racing.

The Regatta began at Towney and Joan’s beautiful home on Friday evening with a potluck dinner and
the Skipper’s Meeting.  Towney and Joan Townsend’s warm greetings and hospitality set the stage for a 
lovely evening. 
Thank you!

Special thanks on behalf of us Canadian sailors go out to Tom Stadler RO, and  John Maliszewski who
once again volunteered the use of his lovely boat as our signal boat. 

Saturday was a great race day with the wind out of the north at 15 to 18 knots and gusts over 20 
knots … Alberg 30 weather!  Sunday was a wet but windy day on the Magothy and the outcome of the 
Rankin trophy was determined by this 3 leg race.

The following is an excerpt from Pat Seidel’s newsletter submission describing the wonderful evening and 
party on Saturday night.

“The Rankin Regatta party on Saturday evening was combined with the Fall Rendezvous AND the PSA
“Own the River” Regatta.  Donna Morris, Barbara Beigel Vosbury and Trish Lehman put on a spread for over
70 guests that were to die for.  The dinner was delicious!  The bar was well stocked (compliments of Larry 
Morris) and Gigi Kingsland along with Bill Jensen made the most heavenly martinis.  After tending bar, Bill 
and Tim Williams jammed for the remainder of the evening.  It was like you guys had played together for 
years and years!!!

This year we had 9 Canadians travel from the Toronto area and I would like to extend a special thank
you to our gracious billeting hosts. Bob and Elaine Leigh (and Morgan) T.C. & Liz Williams, Mike & Trish 
Lehman and Barbara Beigel Vosbury for opening their homes to us for the regatta weekend. 
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GLAA RACING REPORT

Awards were presented on Sunday afternoon under the canopy of PSA. All of us wet 
and windblown racers were in great spirits enjoying our camaraderie and long standing race 

tradition. Thanks to the CBA30A members who always make our visit so enjoyable.”

Team Annapolis
LinGin 2 5 2 2 11
Argo 4 1 5 8 18

Team Severna Park
Laughing Gull 5 3 3 1 12
Solstice 6 6 6 4 22

Team Canada
Skybird 8 7 7 7 29
Prudence 7 8 8 6 29

Rankin Individual results

Saturday Sunday
1st Windswept 6 1st Laughing Gull 1
2nd LinGin 9 2nd LinGin 2
3rd Latika 9 3rd Windswept 3
4th Argo 10 4th Solstice 4
5th Laughing Gull 11 5th Latika 5
6th Solstice 18 6th Prudence 6
7th Skybird 22 7th Skybird 7
8th Prudence 23 8th Argo 8

Marc Decorte
GLAA Racing
A30 #624 'SAM'
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MAINTENANCE

  Universal Atomic 4

The Beast in The Boat
Ahhh... the Atomic 4! 

Great if it works but, when it doesn’t,
well, that's a different story.           
Here is the latest one from 'Gemini.'

We were on our way out to the race course on another windless Wednesday when the motor, that 
started as usual very nicely, suddenly and inexplicably stopped. We ghosted to the start line and when the 
race was called due to lack of wind, we had to get towed into the harbour. 

The opinion of the crew was either a fuel supply issue or electrical problem. I sort of leaned to the 
fuel side and so began looking at the fuel line from the tank. The first thing in the line is the water/fuel 
separator. That I hadn’t changed in many a year so I said to myself, “Self, time to do it.”  But where to 
purchase the Sierra separator? That is when I discovered a small chandlery, Eastmar, at 700 something 
Gerrard Street East (between Carlaw and Broadview on the north side in Toronto). Of course they did not 
have one in stock but within a few hours the helpful lady behind the counter located one and had it at the 
store. I installed it, primed the fuel pump but no engine. And, by the by, there was gas in the tank.

Now I am thinking to take off the fuel line between the pump and the carb at the carb end, hold an 
empty beer can under the open end and crank the engine to see if the pump was pumping.  It was. (I have 
this marvellous little device that connects the positive terminal of the battery to the starter motor to crank 
the engine and with the ignition switch off so the engine does not actually start). BIG sigh of relief, not the 
pump. So the carb. I located a carb rebuild place, Carlaw Carbs, at 996 Queen Street East at Carlaw (also in
Toronto for those who come from somewhere else!). There is another one in Ajax that I had used with great
results, Mister Carb at 182 Hunt Street. But before I went all hog on the carb, I asked a friend to help me 
check the electrical side of things. 

So I put the fuel line back on the carb BUT the bent copper tube was not in good alignment and I 
crossed the threads on the fitting going into the carb. I could not tighten the connection enough to stop the 
drip, so, shut of the fuel cock and off to Noble to get some fittings. They could not help and I went to an 
automotive parts place at the junction of Danforth Avenue and Danforth Road where I did get the stripped 
fitting. I managed to align the gas line onto both carb and the pump with a great deal of effort and 
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        MAINTENANCE

  Universal Atomic 4

swearing, but it is connected and is not leaking. After the fumes cleared and with help of my friend, I first 
held the high voltage side of the coil to the block but no spark. I replaced the coil. No spark. The ignition 
switch?? I jumped the switch, no spark, no engine. Jumper cables direct from the positive terminal of the 
battery to the primary side of the coil? No spark. Then a more knowledgeable friend told me that the high 
voltage side of the coil operates when the field collapses when the points open and shut (Don’t ask for more
detail). Held the removed spark plug to the block, no spark. So maybe then it is inside the distributer cap. 
That’s as far as we got that day because it was damn hot.

The next day, as I knelt in front of the beast in the boat, I suddenly recalled that a few years ago, the
engine would not start. After exhaustive measures checking the starter motor etc., a mechanic said, “I know
what the problem is.”  He took off the ground cables for the batteries connected to the block, cleaned them 
up and the engine started. Too high a resistance for the circuit to complete. I took them off and cleaned 
them up BUT still no engine. 

With the assistance of another of my crew mates, a sort of electrical type, I installed another coil (I 
had several on hand form previous tune-ups).  

Off with the top of the distributor.  

Check to see if it was lose and affecting the timing. 

No. 

Check the capacitor and replace the capacitor.  

Remove the points and clean them up with 600 grit
paper. 

Check the condition of the rotor and the points in the
cap. 

Not an issue. 

Clean off the distributer cap to minimize leakage. 
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Put it all back together, gapping the points to a
guestimated .018. 

MAINTENANCE

  Universal Atomic 4

Before we try to start the engine,                    
let’s see if there is a spark from the coil.  

At last, success, there is a healthy spark. 

Try to start the engine.

No go. 

Pull a plug and test it against the block. 

No spark. Damn - until I looked over and saw
the rotor sitting on top of the ice box. Sort of
essential to make it all work no?  

Put it on. 

Pull the ignition switch, push the starter button, and VROOM!  It works!!! What a sweet sound!!!

Regular maintenance and tune-ups anyone?

By the by – to help in the above, I found in the library several years ago, a manual for the Atomic 4 
engine explaining everything you need to know about the electrical system, maintenance, fuel system etc. 
etc.  If anyone is interested in a copy, let me know and I’ll see what it costs to copy it off at the local copy 
shop.

Phil Birkenheier

A30 'Gemini'
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A SAILING STORY
From the ship's log of 'SURPRISE'

As you know, I’ve long called
our solitary fall sailing ordeal
‘The Misery Trip’, but
somehow, at our sailing
club, a rival group event has
appropriated the name...
Each annual event now
calling the other trip an
imposter. 

Of course I do both, but take
care to refer to the jumped
up fake trip as
the ‘Other Misery Trip’.

Here’s this year’s story of
The Other Trip as I wrote it
up after we got back.
The trip was made in
October of 2017.

Well,

Friday afternoon the eagles were gathering at my house here in Midland.  My old friend and roommate from
university days came up from St Catharines and my newer friend and ex-subordinate from the Royal 
Canadian Navy came up from Toronto. Together, the three of us were destined to be SURPRISE’s ship’s 
company for what I call ‘The Other Misery Trip’.

We did ‘The Real Misery Trip’ some two weeks or so earlier...it was pleasant.  On the intervening 
weekend, I did my last trip up the coast for pleasure in balmy conditions with my wife.  This weekend was 
the last, last, trip of the season.  And it was horrible.

Friday was nice and both old and newer friend were each keen to go.  Neither was phased at all to
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From the ship's log of 'SURPRISE'

 
discover that I had done absolutely nothing to prepare for the expedition; I have to say this miffed me a 
little, because it indicated that they assumed that I’d do nothing to prepare; hardly the image of leadership I
prefer to cast myself in. For my part, I feel I had a good excuse, having been hard at work in my office till 
just before they arrived.

We sat about yarning in the comfort of my house Friday night, literally squandering the pleasant 
weather outside.  Saturday morning, we awoke to driving rain and wind that was tossing the trees. Fearing 
mutiny (“oh let’s just stay here...”) I hustled the men out to a local breakfast place rather than let them 
develop sedentary thoughts while I made them breakfast in the house.  We did a quick shopping trip at the 
local supermarket, picked up ice over at the service station (hey Gord, it’s cold out, wadda we need this 
for?), and in no time, we were aboard SURPRISE with lines cast off... too late to go back now.

My old friend had been on several Misery Trips before... but my navy friend had not... he had not 
even sailed before.  I had lined him up to crew aboard a Shark that was going to sail with us, but the 
Shark’s skipper managed to work up a cold that kept him home from work, provoking his wife to say, “If you
can’t go to work, how are you going sailing with Gord?”  Very very clever, very clever indeed.  He set up a 
circumstance where someone told him he couldn’t go, rather than just backing out himself; an unassailable 
position. Hmmm...  

So, my navy friend was at loose ends.  Rather than dump him, as his skipper had done, we brought 
him aboard SURPRISE.  We figured the animal body heat might be useful, and besides, he’d brought some 
beer.

So, there we were motoring out... on the way I pointed out a Shark class yacht saying “Hey, that’s 
what you'd have been in.”  My navy friend was horrified.  I affected mock surprise, saying “What’s the 
matter?  You being in a Shark (low freeboard, narrow, tiny cabin) is nothing I’d worry about.”  He knows me
from serving under me in the Navy, so he responded “Ya.  Nothing you’d worry about, Laco, because you’d 
still be in THIS boat!”

We motored past Asylum Point, now called ‘Way Point’ although the province’s mental health hospital 
with maximum security wing is still situated there and some beaurocrat decided that ‘Way Point’ had a more
positive ring to it, hence the renaming.  The land had been appropriated by the Crown after the War of 
1812 and, for most of the 19th century, there were plans to build a citadel there along the lines of the 
majestic defensive works at Halifax, Quebec and Kingston.  The 1812 conflict, who’s stated aim by the USA
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From the ship's log of 'SURPRISE'

 was “...to take Canada and complete the work of the Revolution” was a near run thing with 
regard to holding off the hordes from the south, so preparations for the next time were on people’s 

minds for a long time.  After Canada’s Confederation in 1867, Crown property reverted to the new 
independent federal Canadian government. The citadel was never built, but the land lay there... so first a 
boy’s reformatory and then an imposing mental hospital were built on the site.  And, yes, I did point out 
during the years I worked at the historic site next door, that so many of Canada’s historic sites were 
psychiatric hospitals at some point in their histories... coincidence?  Highly appropriate?  Hmmm?

We motored on past Whiskey Island bound for Chimney Bay on Beusoliel Island... the site being 
chosen because it sports a covered picnic shelter and woodstove.  We could have gone the direct south-
about route and been there lackity-split, but since this was my new crewman’s first Misery Trip, I didn’t want
to short change him.  We went north-about the long way through the Minnicog Channel basically retracing 
the last two trips for most of the way.

Sails were spread once we could lay the course and away we bounded. Wind, waves and driving rain 
opposed our jogging and slamming progress on a close reach.  In short order my newest crew member 
broke down and began complaining of being wet and cold.  Naturally I regarded his dissent with quiet but 
thorough satisfaction.  His expressions of suffering made it much easier for me to bear my own considerable
discomfort.  I suspect my more experienced crew member felt the same way although we did express 
condolences which appeared sincere enough to make the new man believe we truly felt sympathetic.

As we approached the narrow, crooked channel at Minnicognashene, we both filled the new guy with 
detailed descriptions of the perils of short tacking up with so many visible and invisible rocky fangs all 
around.  I pointed out monotonously that shipwreck this late in the season could result in being marooned 
for considerable periods of time before the dim prospect of rescue could be hoped for.

Imagine my disgust when I found that SURPRISE, damnably close winded with her high clewed blade
jib, could lay the channel on port tack... no wiggling, no close shaves, no sweating in of sheets in response 
to my urgent shouting.  We glided peacefully up to the turn to the east, shot over to Hotchkiss Rocks, and 
away south again with the wind at our backs toward Big Dog Channel.
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From the ship's log of 'SURPRISE'

Mind you it was still cold, and it was still raining hard, so all was not lost.

We doused sail and motored through Royal Channel past the Delawana Inn at Honey Harbour, then 
turned west for the blasted entrance to Big Dog.  Blasted because it was dynamited at some time in the 
past, creating a deep-water entrance about 60’ wide and 10’ deep.  That’s narrow, but inside things 
narrowed up further, quite satisfactorily, which allowed me to start filling my new crew member with 
renewed tales of the horrors of rocking the boat off sand banks, crewmen being forced overboard into the 
frigid water to carry and swim anchors out, etc etc.  Yes.  We had a dinghy, but I didn’t bother explaining 
that, should we touch, we could carry tackle out in that...

In due course we exited Big Dog and veered north for Chimney Bay where we saw three boats had 
already arrived. We anchored securely while another two yachts joined us, making a total of six participating
boats in The Other Misery Cruise.

Ashore, fortifications for the night were well under way.  Shipping wrapping plastic had been brought 
and the otherwise open sides of the picnic shelter were wrapped to be nearly wind proof.  Inside, each boat 
contributed to the pile of split firewood and a roaring fire was already in the iron stove in the centre of the 

space. Food, drink and people flooded in 
and we had a great ho-down and feast.

Finally people started dribbling back to their
boats.  I gathered up my crew and the 
three of us rowed ourselves back out to 
SURPRISE.  Once aboard, we got her 
woodstove going and had an hour of rum 
sampling and storytelling in the toasty 
warm cabin before turning in.

Morning came. I got the woodstove going 
again, started the coffee, and once the 
guys were awake we made a gonzo 
breakfast of sausage, bacon, eggs and 
cheeses. We saw one of the other yachts 
maneuvering to join our friend’s sailing 
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From the ship's log of 'SURPRISE'

yacht which was already rafted up to a large trawler.  It turned out that the yachts did not have a 
working stove between them, so rescue in the form of the ability to cook breakfast aboard the trawler had 
been summoned.  Ha!  So much for the previous night’s boasting about the opulence they enjoyed aboard 
the trawler… her stove was on the fritz too...

After visits ashore for ablutions in the park's outhouse (‘Gord, you DO NOT want what I’ve got to 
offer in your holding tank...’) we recovered the anchor, clean but for one glob of good viscous clay, and 
started motoring home in a glassy calm in company with the flotilla.  Nobody minded the calm due to the 
delicate condition of several of the boatloads of participants.

We went the direct south-about route home which resulted in a raised eyebrow from my navy crew 
member who, not till then, realized that we could have had a much easier trip outbound.  And, as happens 
at the end of voyages, the ship’s company packed quickly and all went their separate ways.  Tonight I’ve 
received a message of thanks from my navy friend... he wants to do it again next year.  I almost felt badly 
about how I tried to frighten him…and I almost feel badly that he got so wet on the first day because I told 
him part of his job was to block spray from hitting me, so I could keep a clear head... and... and...

Great trip: that was the end of the Sailing Season of 2017.  Can’t
wait for the next Misery Trips… only a couple of months away...

Gord Laco
A30 #426 Surprise
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MAINTENANCE

Chainplate Replacement on 'Rosebud,' a 1977 Alberg 22

  
The following is an excerpt from recent correspondence between two of our newest members.  Early  

this spring, as the history was related to me, one of our newer members was looking for information on repair 
or replacement of the chainplates on an Alberg 22.  Our Commodore put her in touch with John Ross, another 
member, who just happened to be fabricating replacement chainplates for his family's own Alberg 22, 
'Rosebud.'

My understanding is that John has been working on Rosebud for quite a while to get her shipshape and 
recently bought a second A22, 'Ayashe' when an opportunity that could not be resisted presented itself.

“The original s/s uprights where 1/8th of an inch thick, 

the new ones are 1/4" thick by 1" wide,I purchased the steel 

from Bill Fowler ( Fowler Metal) 1st Street, London, Ontario.
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MAINTENANCE
Purchased 12 feet of 1"X1/4" s/s for $60.00 tax included and

he cut them to the lengths I requested all included in that price.
          I formed the pieces to match the originals

and welded them together using EZ-STAIN 3/32"S/S
ac/dc, it is very easy to weld s/s, I was really surprised. 

In Fact, the whole project was quite simple to do.
The cost of 12 s/s welding rod was $32.00 tax included, 

purchased from Praxair in London,Ont.
corner of Oxford and Highbarry Ave. 

(used four rods out of the 12 to do the job)
Started glassing them in place and they lined up perfectly, 

very happy with the job.
On to the next one...........”     

Chainplate Replacement on 'Rosebud,'

 a 1977 Alberg 22

All photos and content courtesy of John Ross

1977 A22 “Rosebud & A22 'Ayashe'

'AYASHE'
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 Commodore's Corner 

by  Cathie Coultis  

I hope everyone had a good summer! 
It seems like yesterday that the spring/summer edition of the newsletter 
came out but, even though it's only been three months, this edition 
of our newsletter, I'm sure you will agree, has plenty to bring you 
up to speed on what the GLAA and it's membership have been up to 
over the Summer of 2018.

At our final Executive meeting of the year (end of November) we 
will be discussing preparations for the Annual General Meeting 
and also putting together a tentative Programme for the 2019 season. 
November and December are busy months for many 
people, but it is my hope that we can at least have made tentative 
plans as well as dates for the majority of our GLAA events and activities for 2019 by the time the 
November Executive meeting rolls around...and most details firmed up in time for the AGM.

For about the last 10 years, the Association has gained an average of 3 new members each year, and it 
would seem that we are still on track.  Big Kanu (A30) has recently been sold to a couple who will be 
keeping her up on Georgian Bay.  Long-time GLAA member and Big Kanu’s former owners David and Joan 
Mary Gilbert, have informed me that they will be encouraging the new owners to join our Association. 
Thank you David and Joan Mary!

Many of the inquiries that have been coming in this year through the 'Contact Us' link on the GLAA website 
(and directly to me) have been maintenance-related.  For some time now I have been hoping that there
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 Commodore's Corner

 would be more input and contributions of articles and photos from GLAA 
members for the Maintenance section on the GLAA website and submissions for the newsletter.

Thanks to Rob, Richard and Margaret, Phil and Don, we have had some very good maintenance 
articles in the newsletters however, we need more!  Whether you are a GLAA member or not (but you own 
an Alberg), there are lots of people with Albergs (especially new owners) who would benefit from your 
experience maintaining an Alberg!

GLAA member John Ross, an Alberg 22 owner, has been very helpful in sharing some maintenance 
information this summer with a new member and fellow Alberg 22 owner who had reached out to the 
Association for some help.  John recently informed me that he and his wife Penny recently acquired another 
Alberg 22 so now have 2 (his ‘n hers?).  If you have a maintenance-related question (or any question), 
simply go to the GLAA website at www.alberg.ca, and click on the 'Contact Us' link...and if you would like to 
send in a maintenance article (which can be as brief or as long as you’d like), you can send it directly to our 
newsletter editor, Rob Feeney at rfjfeeney@gmail.com. 

I would like to make gathering maintenance information (for all sizes of Albergs) one of the Executive’s main
priorities over the coming winter and spring so don’t be surprised if you are contacted by one of us to ask if 
you would like to share your ‘Alberg maintenance experience’ in the Maintenance section of the GLAA 
website or in an edition of the newsletter.

And please, consider reaching out to your Alberg friends who you know have been doing some 
maintenance work (or upgrades) on their Albergs (even if they are not GLAA members).  I don’t know of 
any Alberg owner who doesn’t enjoy chatting with a fellow Alberger about what they have done to maintain 
their good old boats.  Maybe they have done some upgrades...perhaps you might ask them who their go-to 
sailmaker is when they need repairs done or have they done the repairs themselves.  

Are they Solo sailors?  If so, do they have some helpful tips (gadgets or systems they recommend) 
for handling their Albergs on their own (sailing, docking, working on)?

Though the end of our sailing season is fast approaching, there are still a few more GLAA events 
before the end of this year, and over the Winter months. Let’s all do our part to encourage all members (and
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Commodore's Corner

 Alberg sailors who aren’t members yet), their families and crew to come out and
participate...and experience that wonderful (and infamous) Alberg camaraderie!

And on that note of ‘Alberg camaraderie’, I would like to thank our hard working Director of Racing 
for organizing and running a very successful GLAA Racing Programme this year.  Thank you Marc, and thank
you also, to your home club the National Yacht Club for hosting and supporting our events again this year!   
I would also like to thank our GLAA members who traveled to the States in September to participate in this 
year’s Rankin Regatta, the second of our International One-Design Team Regattas which is hosted by our 
Chesapeake Bay Alberg 30 (CBA30) cousins. The warm and genuine hospitality of the Chesapeake Bay 
members and their families is very special...and that has not changed in all the years (over 50) that the 
GLAA and CBA30 Group have held the Team regattas!

photo courtesy of Phoebe Campbell
Lastly, but certainly not the least... 
Thank YOU, GLAA members and your families for supporting our Great Lakes Alberg Association!!
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